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PART I

INTRODUCTION

1« The Regional Seminar on Techniques and Procedures of United Nations .

Technical Assistance, organized jointly by the United Nations Institute for

Training and Research (UNITAR) and the United Nations Economic Commission

for Africa (SCA) in co-operation with the Office of Technical Co-operation

(OTC) was held in Addis Ababa from 7 to 25 April 1969 for English speaking

participants,

2. It.was undertaken in implementation-of the decision by the Board of

Trustees, of UNJ^AR to decentralize the Training Programmes in techniques

andf procedures of Technical Assistance conducted previously on an inter-re

gional basis and, was directed hy Mr. Paul Alpert, Chief of UNITAR's Train

ing Programmes in the field of Technical Assistance.

3. The session of the Seminar was opened on Monday, 7 April by Mr, Robert

K.A. Gardiner, Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa,

who in his welcoming statement expressed the hope that this Seminar would

establish a close relationship between the Technical Assistance Section of

EGA and the Technical Assistance:Departments of the African countries. The

Chief of the Training Programmes in the field of Technical Assistance of

UNITAR and one of the participants made brief .statements in reply. The

Seminar was concluded-on Friday 25.April. ...
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PART II

SUMMARY GF DISCUSSIONS

Item 1: General UUDP policies

4« A panel member made a statement on development of UNDP policies in

which he stressed the desirability of continuity in carrying out objectives,

bearing in mind the fact that procedures have changed in order to improve

efficiency of implementation.

5« A number of questions were raised onceming the determination of the

country targets and the criteria used for this purpose. It was made clear

that there was no relation between a country's voluntary contribution to

UNDP and its country target, and that while an increase in total resources

available for the programme was naturally refleoted in a general rise in

country targets, there could be no direct correlation, in view of the share

of inorease, allocated in the Special Fund sector* Moreover, while in general

country targets were determined by traditional criteria, they could be re

vised both upward and, more rarely, downward - on the basis of the relation

of resources to actual needs, as determined to some extent by reports from

UNDP field offices.

6. The criterion of absorptive capacity did not refer to the ability of

the country to exhaust the funds available (or allocated) for fulfilment

of the target, but to that country's capacity to make efficient use of the

assistance received by providing the corresponding support in human and

financial resources. This condition applied particularly to Special Fund

projects.

7» In reply to a question concerning the origin of regional projects, it

was pointed out that they were generally established following recommenda

tions of specialized agencies or regional commissions, with the purpose of

meeting problems common to several countries. They could become operational

only after having obtained the support of several governments. Projects

initially undertaken on a national basis might become regional projects;

this happened in particular with Special Fund projects.
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8. Several participants criticized the. limitations imposed on the duration

of assignments of regional advisers. These participants felt that spreading

their services too thin, through short visits to a great number of countries,

reduced their usefulness, Kstablishment of sub-regional advisers, whose

field of actipn would be limited to a few neighbouring countries, might pro

vide a better solution,

9, In reply to several tfuestions concerning the oriteria used try UNDP for

approval of projects and checking on their suitability, it was pointed out

that, as a general rule, and in particular in the Technical Assistance see-

tor, UKDI> respected the priorities specified "by the government, as spelled

out in-its natipnal .development plans. It is desirable that the Resident

Representative be brought into the picture at the earliest possible stage,

and the project discussed with him during its preparation. He then presents

the project, as officially submitted to UNDP, along with his comments.

Item g: Programming of UN Technical Assistance and initiation of Spe

cial Fund pro.ieots

10. After a statement iy a panel member on programming of the Technical

Assistance sector, several participants stressed the difficulty experienced

ty- their governments, in case of delays in implementation, of financing

their counterpart contributions out of funds obtained on an annual basis,

whether from their own budgets or out of bilateral aid. The advantage of

flexibility introduced through continuous programming might thus be lost.

It was suggested that integration of these counterpart contributions into

the national development plans might alleviate this situation.

11, Some misgivings were raised concerning the curtailment and possible

abolition of contingency allocations in the Teohnical Assistance sector.

It was pointed out that under continuous programming the governments were

advised to leave uncommitted a oertain share of their country target, which

they would be able to use for unforeseen or emergency needs, formerly fin

anced out of contingency funds. A panel member pointed out that, for pro

jects in the field of industrial development, the new programme of Special

Industrial Services, administered try UNUX), might be used to finance short-

term emergency missions.
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12. Mention was made of the establishment in UNDP field offices of target

ledgers, where the amount apportioned for all projects or of requests

transmitted to UNDP was noted and deducted from the target figure. One

participant noted that similar ledgers were kept ty the co-ordinating body

in,his country, and that these ledgers gave excellent results.

13. After a statement Ijy a panel member on the initiation of Speoial Fund

projects, a participant pointed out that counterpart contributions were a

heavy burden which governments were sometimes unable to shoulder and

inquired whether UNDP might not take over some of these costs. It was

emphasized, however, that before requesting assistance of the Speoial Fund,

the government should be able to assume the local costs. Special Fund pro

jects were essentially national projects, to which UNDP was only making its

assistance available. If the government were unable to assume its share

in the cost, the project would be likely to fail once United Nations assis

tance would have ceased- Jt was possible, however, for the government to

meet part, or even all, of its counterpart obligations out of other foreign

aid sources, bilateral or multilateral (e.gUNICEP). Moreover, if in the

oourss of a Special Fund project it was found that counterparVobligations

were excessive, there were*always possibilities to change the plan of irpera-

tions, through adjustments, under the authority of the Administrator, or

by means of amendments, with approval of the Governing Council of UNDP.

14. Delays in approval of Special Fund projects were criticized ly several

participants. It was pointed out, however, that recent innovations such

as advance allocations by the Administrator before final approval of the

project, or "mini-projects*1, which might be the fore runner of a full-sized

Special Fund project, have introduced more flexibility in the procedure and

reduced the possible unfavourable impact of delays in approval. Allocations

under Technical Assistance oountry programmes might also be used, both for

preparing Special Fund projects and for assisting governments in meeting

temporary needs, remaining after their termination.
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15. After a s+atement by a panel member regarding the Regular Programaie

of the United Nations, a participant observed that the general rule that

-projects initiated under the Regular Programme should be transferred at a

later stage to the country programme should be made more flexible. However,

the governments should be aware of the conditions inherent in the use of

resources from the different aid programmes and plan their total programme

of revests accordingly.

Item 3t Implementation of IHDP pro.iects

16. After a statement by a panel member on major problems encountered in

project implementation, several questions were raised concerning delays in

reoruitment of experts.

17. The United Nations recruitment procedure was described by a panel member

and it was pointed out that while direct advertising was impracticable,

expert vacancies for needed experts were publicized in specialized journals

in each of the fields concerned. While submission of a panel of candidates

was considered desirable by several participants, it was emphasized that

it might involve extra delays.

18. It was made clear that while governments were free to indicate by name

the experts they desired, which might accelerate recruitment, provided the

United Nations agency involved was satisfied concerning their suitability

in the light of the job description, foreign experts already employed by

the government could not be simply transferred to the United Nations pay

roll, with the possible exception of OPEX experts.

19. The importance of a carefully drawn-up job description was emphasized

for obtaining, with the least delay, the most suitable expert. One parti

cipant felt that governments had the tendency to put an excessive emphasis

on experience, while younger experts might prove to be more adaptable and

more effeotive. Another participant considered that young experts might

not be superior in experience to their counterparts, and that highly exper

ienced experts were required, at least as advisors.
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20. Several participants stressed the difficulties encountered ty their

governments in securing qualified counterparts, especially in competition

with the private sector, and felt that insistence on provision of counter^

parts should be relaxed. However this problem oan be handled only by the

governments concerned, and abandoning this requirement would be contrary

to the philosophy of United Nations Technical Assistance, which is essen

tially of a temporary nature.

21. In reply to questions, it was confirmed that as a general rule the

governments were only obliged to assist experts in securing housing, but

not to provide it themselves; transport allowances were paid, usually out

of the government's looal cost contribution, and per d^em was due to be

paid by the government only for OPEX personnel.

22. The problem of the experts1 availability tty the time that their accept

ance had been made by the Government raised several questions. While United

Nations agencies try to insure this availability during a reasonable period

after submission of a particular candidate, they have no control over the

candidate's decision and are also unable to prevent an expert-in-post to

refuse extension of his assignment.

23» Several participants considered that experts1 periodic reports should

be communicated to the governments, even though the primary purpose of these

reports was to enable the relevant substantive departments of the agencies

concerned to keep track of the experts1 work and to be able to provide the

latter with technical advice and guidance.

24« Some participants were concerned that in some cases the contribution

of the government to a Special Fund project was higher than that of UNDP.

It was explained that there was no fixed relationship between the two

contributions, which were of a different nature,

25« UNDP provided to the government, to assist it in implementing the pro

jects, the components unavailable locally (experts, training facilities,

equipment) while the government was responsible for all looal facilities

or resources, essential for the implementation of the project, including,

in some cases, adoption of appropriate legislation (e.g. water-rights legisla

tion).
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Item 4i Evaluation .ud; report . ■' . . ■ : '

26* After statements by two panel members on objectives and methods of

evaluation by UNDP, the participant from Lesotho described the method used

in his country. A questionnaire has been prepared jointly by the govern

ment and .the UNDP field office*- This questionnaire is to be filled in -t#

the. experts, who will ;have tc describe all major aspects of their assign

ment, .the T work accomplished and the programme of future work, the degree ;

.^.government;.support, received, etc* They are. also expected to give their

views .and^ recommendations* y ■ .-'.-■ - --'■'■■

27«nThe re'sult's- of this questionnaire, which is planned to be issued every

'rSii: monthsj :sho'uTd be useful to the government, not only for evaluation

ofr.the experts' performance, but also for remedying the difficulties de

scribed*. ; - ;-. -. - ■■ .-.-. . - ■ ■■■■ .- .. ■ • ■■.-

28. This method met with general approval and it was decided that the

questionnaire, would be circulated to all members of the Seminar*

29^ ;'Another 'participant■■ mentibnea that his country planned the introduo-

tion of a sdmewha't'similar system, in which, however, the report of the

expert ^o-^he1 government would be supplemented by a report of the government

to the Resident Ropresonirtvre on J;ho expertfs performance-

30, It was pointed out that evaluation of technical assistance projects

was more difficult than for Special Fund projects, which were subject to

periodic evaluation. It was mentioned that, as "a special' eas'e'th" a keries

of ..CMESCO projects.-on work oriented literacy, there was provision for con

tinuous ^evaluation- . ■■, 1. =-

31• A lively discussion tobk place on experts* periodic reports to their

agencies and on the Resident Representatives* reports to UNDP, and several

participants felt that both categories of reports should be communicated

to the recipient government,

32. It was explained that the experts1 reports were intended to enable

thB agency concerned to advise the experts. The substantive contents of

thes'e reports should normally be made known to the government through his
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counterpart. Moreover, the government was within its.rights in requesting

periodic reports from the expert on his assignment. It could even request

the international agency responsible for the expert to include this require

ment as part of his duties.

33* .As to the semi-annual reports of the Resident Representatives to OT)Pf

they contained a record of all major developments, including a brief sum

mary, on each project. They could not contain any information not previously

known to the government. The evaluation of the expert's performance which

they might contain was due to be based to a great extent on the views of

the government and if any action was to be taken in this respect, it had

been taken as and when required, and was only briefly recorded in the report.

34» A participant mentioned the special difficulties arising in countries

where there was no UNDP field office and where a senior expert might have

to evaluate the work of his colleagues.

35» In reply to a question, it was made clear that the final reports of

experts were intended for the government. However in some.agencies, such

as the United Nations, experts were advised, to leave provisional copies

of their report with the government before leaving the field, the official

transmission taking place after approval by the agency. Other agencies

transmitted the report to the government only when it had been officially

approved.

Item 5; Training problems

36. After a statement by a panel member on major aspects of training, sev

eral participants raised questions concerning bilateral training programmes

co-ordinated by EGA. They felt particularly concerned by the academic

standards required, the fact that in some cases the facilities offered

had not been actually granted and the requirement for payment of travel

oosts.

37« It was made clear that standards were required to ensure that the

trainees were able to benefit fully from the training facilities offered,

ECA gave priority to post-graduate training and-to fields in which there

was a critical shortage in the region, ECA could not change the require

ment of some donor countries that the recipient should defray part or all
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of the international travel of the fellow?, which might be due to their

desire to have^the recipient country.-show its interest in the training

offered ty assuming part, of its cost.

38. It was also explained that ECA was trying to ensure that the training

facilities it co-ordinated were in addition to those offered ty the donor

countries to. individual recipient countries, but that that condition was

not always fulfilled,,whioh might create,some duplication. In reply to

questions it was stated that while some;donors were ready to finanoe third

country graining in other,African countries, fellowships were not granted

for training in the recipient country of its own nationals. :

39. It was further^ explained that ECA's priorities for requesting training

facilities were based on assessment of future trained manpower needs of

member countries, established after consultation with the governments con- "

cerned. It was however also admitted that especially for countries having

the most urgent needs and short of domestic facilities, distribution of

overseas training was determined more by the offers made than ty their

priority requirements. At a later stage, when the need for overseas train

ing became less urgent, national priorities would assume greater importance.

40. Several participants urged that in accordance with the resolution of

the last session of ECA, the Commission should become more involved in

development of training for Africa, However ECA was unable to force donor

countries to use it as the channel.for offers of training facilities. It

was also pointed out that about 20 per cent- of ECA's budget was spent on

training. Moreover under the Special Fund Sector of UWDP financing of a

number of regional training institutions was arranged (e.g. IDEP in Dakar).

41. Attention was drawn to difficulties arising in the implementation of

fellovsvps owing to the fact that the UJTOP Resident Representatives used

as the channel of communication the co-ordinating agency of the government,

while ECA was communicating with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Delays

in issuing travel authorizations were also noted as a frequent cause of

difficulties for fellows.
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42. After the statement by a panel member on different aspects of fellow

ships and other methods of training, several questions were raised on the

method of ensuring that after their return the fellows would continue to

work in the field in which they had received their training.

43. A number.of participants explained the regulations applied in their

respective countries, which generally include the obligation for returning

fellows to work in the same field for a duration which varied according

to the length, of training.:.i That obligation was guaranteed by a bond.

It was noted by one participant that the obligation provided also the.

guarantee of re-employment to the fellow. In some other countries, however,

that obligation had. been abandoned.

44» A participant expressed regret that fellows could not be accompanied

by their families and felt that the United Nations practice of granting

one-year fellowships subject to renewal discriminated against fellows with

families. ■., y, ..

45« There was a general consensus that in order to avoid waste in human

resources training both within the country and overseas should be based . ■.

on projections of manpower requirements and some participants described

methods applied in their countries. The necessity of developing training

facilities.within the region and utilizing them was generally agreed upon

and an exchange of views took plaoe concerning training provided ty IDEP.

Some participants felt that while the training was excellent, some courses

were too lengthy and too sophisticated; others felt that the bilingual

character of the Institute was a source of difficulties.

46. The obligation for all holders of fellowships of more than one year

duration to undergo language training in French or English was suggested

by a panel member.

47* After a statement on the brain drain by a panel member, some parti

cipants commented on measures being taken in their countries to deal with

that problem.

48« A participant pointed out that a domestic brain drain also existed

in developing countries, in so far as professionals were concentrated in

the big centres, and there were scarcely any in the outlying regions.
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49» After a statement by a panel member on financial problems of UHDPf

both on obtaining its resources and spending them for implementation of

its programmes, a participant voiced some concern about possible repercus

sions of a sudden shortfall in contributions. It was explained that this

danger did not arise for Special Fund projects for which the full alloca

tion was made at the time they became operational. In the technical

assistance sector a shortfall might create the danger of cutting down pro-

grammes, however up to now that had never occurred.

j50. In. reply to a question it was explained that non-convertible curreacies

were being spent on salaries of experts, purchases of equipment and train

ing in the countrio-; coccr-rzisd and did not raise onj more serious problems.

Governments were in no way obliged to accept experts from countries with

non-convertible currencies, 7;hose contributions were being spent to a great

extent on regional projects in which recipient governments participated

only if they so desired,

5U Several questions were raised oncerning the influence on UNDP programmes

by donor countries. It was pointed out that such an influence was felt

in the field of general policies, but not of individual projects, as wit

nessed by assistance granted to countries most unpopular with the greatest

donor country*

52. Some participants complained that the combined cost to their countries

of their con-LriLfcutioiis Lo UirD? and to local costs was excessive. It was

admitted that it might be fair to distinguish between different categories

of recipients, according to their degree of development and capacity to

pay, A recommendation to that effect might be made as a result of the

capacity study* On the other hand a waiver of local costs might be granted

if justified,

53« In reply to questions on standard, cost of experts and fellowships it

was explained that those figures represented actual averages for experts,

and were all inclusive. The difference between the proformas in the

Technical Assistance and Special Fund sectors was due to the longer duration
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of Special ^nd -pvo^eot^; '.-'Mch involved a provision for increase in eostg

during their period of implementation. While savings were calculated on

the basis of proforma figures, they were likely to "be of the same order of

magnitude as the average of costs incurred..

54, It was also explained that the contingency reserve in the Special Fund

If sector amounted to an average of 8 per cent of value of approved projects

and could be used for covering unforeseen increase in expenditure in indi

vidual projects up to 25 per cent; in some cases it might serve to finance

the second phase of a project.

r55»- Some participants complained about payment of local costs for regional

projects, which however had been decided by the Governing Council; on the

other hand it was-.pointed out the provision that country programmes were

charged for assignments of one month duration of regional advisers has be*

.come mandatory.

56» Questions were raised concerning the respective powers of the Adminis*

trator and of the Governing Council. While the latter had never rejected

... .individual projects submitted for approval, its views were the guidelines

for policies concerning future programmes.

. 57. A panel member mentioned the possibility that in future recipient govern

1 ments would be given indications nf the total amount of assistance they.

might expect in each year under both sectors. That should facilitate their

planning*

58. Several participants expressed concern about laok of resources for

follow up of Special Fund projects through investment. I3HDP was trying

to assist by associating in Special Fund projects multilateral and re

gional financial institutions; however it could not provide capital aid

out of its own resources.

59# Part of the Special Fund cash reserves might however be temporarily

invested in development loans; moreover UNDP was assisting governments

'through low interest ibms in financing the construction of expert housing

where unavailable and essential for programmes.
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Item-.7? Administrative and recruitment problems

60. A panel member described the main administrative problems, encountered

in implementation of UNDP programmes. In reply to a question it was pointed

out that the Regular Programmes of most specialized agencies - other than

m0/^^:J^.;^Pfei^uaiiar.t jnainly-la- Technics^Aseist^iee-:ageney— were

justified by catering to.jiesuiajMich. could not be fully covered under UNDP

regulations, an+d priorities*.. .. ....,,,.

61. Complaints were"1 raised:'concerning delays in recruitment. A panel member

explained .that- governments could assist in avoiding sueh 'delays by eeritral-

Xzxn-g ^hb^hkhnelll^sof requests arid joV descriptions; M; if requested

to do sor(as'Slst©a member States with advice on job descriptions' and

candidates. Difficultly dn-tfecTuitmeht had-not been overcome by" the grant

ing of permanent apprtiatments-to ^erts, a system unsuccessfully tried

,by the United Nations; however'7sefeohclment-^rom governments, universities

and even-private firms wass^an increasing1 practice. j

62o 'The view was expressed and met' with considerable approval that govern

ments should put less emphasis on^long experience when submitting requests.

Younger experts, even if less experienced, might prove more effective for

long-term assignments and might need only guidance through short-term mis

sions by more?jexperiienced ones. This would also facilitate recruitment, *

by -increasing: ths pool of expert personnel. The establishment of ros'Vers "

of qualified candidates for, major Categories'of experts was felt tb be very

useful, Jjit not sufficient to overcome.Relays in recruitment, as availability

and also suitability of candidates for a specific assignment was far fronu:

certain.

63. A number-of; questions were raised on- the problems of briefing experts.'

It was->explained that, there were-differences of policies between the United

Nat*ons family agehfcies5 thus ILO organized intensive briefings at HeaoV^

quarters, while other ^agencies did not apply that practice. One participant

urged that local:.briefing be organized by the Resident Representative, while

briefing on substance be conducted by the Agency concerned. This was con

sidered an excellent method. Another participant stated that in his country

briefing of experts was conducted jointly by the Resident Representative,

the government co-ordinating body and the technical ministry concerned.
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In Special Fund projects fKe'riiain problem was the "briefing of the project

manager^ who in ;ttt~rh could brief all the other experts. If competent

counterparts we're 'available, theywere most suitable to brief the experts

un their assignments*

Item 8; Relation between Headcruarters and the field: %he role uf

the Resident Representatives

64« After the statement by a panel member on tht major functions of the

Resident Representative, it was ounfirmed that his appointment required .

the government's approval. The duties of the Resident Representative

were laid out in the basio agreement and ' -their, definition did not depend

on specific conditions within the opuntry. The actual scope.,of the Resident

Representative's duties varied, however, in relation to the.ability of the

government to co-ordinate the aid it received* In oountri.es. lacking effi

cient organization the Resident Representative might assist the government,

at its request, in such co-ordination; it was therefore argued that such

countries, even if their: programme was small, had a greater need for his

services'ahd should, therefore^ "liave greater field offioes than more

developed ones, where the need for the Resident Reperesentative's assistance

was less strongly felt. ~c; ; ';;

65. ' A participant mentioned difficulties of countries like his own, without

a Resident Representative of their own. Visits of the Regional Represen-

tative did not provide a satisfactory substitute.

66*.,.The Resident,.Representative should be in constant touch with the co

ordinating body. He should not take the initiative for projects, but

could provide useful advice to the government if consulted before the

official submission of the request. Under the continuous programming

procedure, which gave the Administrator authority to approve Technical

Assistance projects, the Resident Representative transmitted requests with

his opinion. His opinion was always important, frequently decisive, espec

ially if the recommendation was negative, and he gave it only for very

serious reasons.
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67. There was a considerable discussion concerning the relations of the

Resident Representative..with Agencies* representatives and technical

ministries. It was made clear that for all technical matters direct contacts

between representatives of agencies and the ministries concerned were normal

and even essential. The Resident. Representative also made contact with

teohnioal ministries but should do it with the advice of the agency repre

sentative. As soon as technical conversations led to the formulation of

a request, both the Resident Representative and the co-ordinating agency

must be brought into the picture, as the official request could only be

submitted and thereafter transmitted through their offices.
■ . - :- :

68. The arrangement under which PAO and UNIDO appointed advisers in their

fields to the Resident Representative in a number of countries was explained.

UHDP expects, ty integrating such advisers in the office of the Resident

Representative, to achieve a better co-ordination, while the Agencies

obtained the financing of their representatives out of UNDP administrative

costs. In so far as the Regular Programmes of the Agencies were concerned,

the Resident Representative must at least be kept fully informed of all

requests, so as to take them into consideration in the general planning

of the programme. The smooth operation of co-ordination within the United

Nations family depended to a great extent on the parallel co-ordination

within the recipient government.

69. In reply to various questions it was pointed out that the convention

on privileges and immunities laid down the minimum obligations of the

governments, some of which granted as a courtesy additional rights;

difficulties arose only in oases where there were differences in the

treatment it various aid bodies; the Resident Representative was not

necessarily informed about experts' contract renewals by Agencies? some

Agenoies proceeded to do so without advising the government or consulting

the Resident Representative. .

70. In so far as relations with Regional Commissions were concerned,

the Resident Representative served as the point of contact in the country,

which required timely advice in particular on all visits. The Resident

Representative had authority to issue tickets to fellows and delays arose

mainly if he was not satisfied that the d.ward had been made.
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71. The authority of the Resident Representative, the Head of the "United

Nations family in the country in which he was posted, had been gradually1'

increasing; he had no authority to approve projects, but only some minor

extensions and.amendments. The capacity study might however, recommend

granting him authority to approve Technical Assistance sector projects,

within certain limits.

Item 9* Co-ordination

72. After statements made Tqy two panel members on co-ordination with the

United Nations family at the Agencies Headquarters and at the regional

level, it was pointed out, in reply to several questions, that co-ordination

conoeming ECA's regional programmes encountered no serious difficulties.

-On the other hand for sub-regional projects EGA was sometimes not brought

in as early as might have been desirable.

73« Several participants complained about lack of co-ordination concern

ing regional courses in which invitations had been sent not only to the

government but also to specific individuals. They felt that it was the

exclusive right of government and in particular of the co-ordinating

authority to designate participants. In reply to a question it was made

clear that ECA was trying to elucidate the wishes of member governments

on the fields in which regional projects were required.

74. A discussion took place on the role of the co-ordinating authority

to make the final decision on priorities in technical assistance and

overrule, if necessary, the wishes of the various technical ministries*

75« Several participants agreed with the statement made by a panel member

that in order to have the powers of decision it required to fulfil its

task of final arbitration, the co-ordinating body should be part of the

national planning organization and located at the centre of political

power in the country concerned. If, as suggested tsy a participant, final

decisions had to be taken "by a ministerial committee, the decision making -

it was observed - might become a horse-trading session. While one parti

cipant felt that the co-ordinating body should be in the best equipped
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ministry, the Ministry of FinanceP others felt that the natural trend in

the financial services was for maximum economy which was not conduc ivo

to economic development*

76. Difficulties for regional projects due to difference in official

channels of communication between EGA and Resident Representatives might

be solved try sending copies to all services concerned. That was stated

■fcflr several participants to be the method successfully applied in their

countries.

77* After the statement by a panel member on oo-ordination with non-

United Nations bilateral and multilateral aid programmes, several partici

pants explained the procedures applied in their countries. In one of them,

the co-ordinating "body organized periodic meetings of Representatives of

11 aid-giving countries and agencies.. .

78«. It was pointed out that such co-ordination Was also applied at the

regional level and that EGA v:as co-operating with bilateral programmes, '

in particular, in joint sponsorship of training schemes. .

79» A participant pointed out the necessity of sub-regional co-ordination

of Teohnical Assistance for projects of common interest.

80. In re"r°" to r, mcr:!:!:' v.-cc 0; served that the institution most

suitable for organising donor co-operation in the form of a consortium or

consultative group might be the African Development Bank.
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PART III

SUMMING UP DISCUSSION

81• A number of participants raised various points dealing with different

aspects of United Nations Technical Assistance. ' < '■

82. The question of equipment ordered upon the advice of experts was

discussed! in some cases there were difficulties in maintenance and supply

of spare parts. It was admitted that procurement procedures were oumber-

some and also that there was a tendency to use, wherever possible, equipment a

which could be purchased with non-oonvertible currencies. However,delays

in arrival of equipment were due also to slow clearanoe by cutoms author**

ties.

83. In reply to a question, it was made olear that the extent of the

obligations of a host country in which a United Nations sponsored Seminar

was to take place were subject to negotiation between the government and

the United Nations agenoy concerned,

84. A participant inquired whether an expert appointed under a different

aid programme and for whom such financing was no longer available could

be taken over fey the tftiited Nations. It was pointed out that the govern

ment could request inclusion of the post in its country programme and suggest

the expert as the candidate desired. The Resident Representative would a

transmit the request with his recommendation based on his knowledge of the

background.

85. As far as regional projects were concerned, a unanimous decision of

all participating countries was required for decisions, such as acceptance

of an expert.

86. It was also pointed out that absorptive oapacity became an increasingly

important criterion, especially for Special Fund projects, for which the

ability of the government to provide adequate support was an essential

prerequisite of efficient implementation. However, countries where the

necessary conditions did not yet exist, might obtain assistance whioh would

increase their capacity to obtain the support required from other sources

or request to be relieved of the local cost contribution.
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87» A participant considered that the supervision "by the United Nations

agencies of the performance of their experts was not sufficient to ensure

an efficient implementation of their assignments for the benefit of the

recipient country. He requested in particular that the periodic reports

of the experts be communicated to the government to facilitate the evalua

tion of their work. It was pointed out that the evaluation, starting with

the drafting of a detailed job description, should be a continuous process

in which both the government and the United Nations agencies should co

operate. Periodic joint review meetings of all projects would be most useful

and would enable difficulties to be discovered at an early stage, when it

might still be possible to solve them. It was also stated that in some

cases the final result of the expert's assignment depended not only on the

quality of the advice given, but on the follow-up action, if any, taken

by the government. A participant pointed out that in the questionnaire

distributed to all United Nations experts in his country comments on the

action by the government were an essential item.
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PART IV

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE OF THE UNITED NATIONS FAMILY

(i) Technical Assistance Programme of UNIDO

66- After the description by a panel member of the operational and supporting

activities of UNIDO a number of questions were raised concerning til© Special

Industrial Services* It was explained that there were no country targets in

SIS, and that SIS missions were in principle limited to six months. If exten-

sions were required they should be financed from other sources (United Nations ^^

Regular Programme or country programme under the Technical Assistance sector

of UHDP). Most requests for SIS assistance had been for feasibility studies,

marketing and plant location studies.

89. In spite of financial difficulties, assistance under SIS was. continuing,

as it was felt that continued progress woulii be an incentive for donor coun

tries, . .

90. In reply to questions it was made clear that UNIDO was interested in

regional projects, and was trying to further production methods adjusted to

factor allocation existing in developing countries (abundance of labour, scar

city of capital and know-how). It was also concerned with health hazards of

industrialization and was ready to provide advice on those matters* The

division of function in fields in which other agencies were also interested *^

was worked out on the basis of agreements of co-operation.

(ii) Technical Assistance provided on a regional basis

91- After the description by a panel member of the Technical Assistance

activities of EGA, several questions were raised concerning regional advisers*

It was pointed out that the duration of appointments of regional advisers varied

according to the nature of the needs they had to meet- If a regional adviser

was not available in a special field a regular ECA staff member could be sent

on a similar short-term assignment, and his p_er diem, and travel might be paid

out of regional Technical Assistance funds. It was also made olear that under

recent instructions, missions of four weeks duration must be charged to the

country programme; countries might be also requested to finance through country

programmes even shorter assignments, but that happens only rarely,.
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92. As regards other parts of technical assistance provided "by ECAt it, wa^

explained that owing to recent reduction in available funds, the cost of ...

fellowships (travel and per diem) had now to be financed by the recipient

governments, through their country programme or otherwise.

93. In reply to questions it was explained that ECA tried to integrate the

assistance provided through visits of regional advisers to its long-range

objectives and work programme; this co-ordination should improve the effective

impact of Buch assistance.

94- ECA provided comments on drafts of country programmes, but in most.cases

thes.e programmes were still communicated,to it at such a late stage that the

comments could have no impact. The Commission's comments were intended to

consider the country programmes in a regional perspective; continuous prog

ramming under which individual projects would be submitted for comments,

'might improve the situation.

95* A discussion took place concerning visits of ECA staff members. It

was generally agreed that the timing of such visits should be communicated

to the Resident Representative and to the government, as early as possible,

and' that maximum information on the purpose of the mission should be pro

vided.

(iii) Technical Assistance of the FAQ

•**■ 96* After the statement by a panel member on the Technical Assistance

activities of the PAO a participant raised a question concerning the agreement

between PAO and a bilateral aid programme (Swedish Development Agency, SIDA).

97. Additional resources were provided under tjiat agreement to FAQ, which on

the other hand assisted SIDA in selecting projects for its own action. A

somewhat similar relationship existed in the Freedom from Hunger campaign,

which transmitted information on projects to its national committees. If

financed by them the projects were executed by FAO. ~

98. In reply to questions it was explained that FAO tried to focus its

assistance in the five fields recognized as of the hi^iest priority, by

emphasizing their importance to the member countries. The reform of FAO's
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structure, in process of implementation, was directed towards increasing

the regional and country offices. Representation on the country level had

been increased by appointing senior agricultural, advisers posted in the

offices of Resident Representatives and sixty full-time PAO country repre

sentatives*

99f The role of the World Indicative Plan of Food and Agriculture, as a

long-term projection of needs and potential resources, integrated.in the

general projection for the world economy during the Second Development Decade,

was also explained.

100. Information was also provided on the World Census of Pood and

ture., aswej.1 as on the assistance provided in that field by PAO, through

advisers on census — financed under country programmes — and on the Training

Centre for Execution of the Census established in Tanzania, .

(iv) Assistance of the World Pood Programme (WFP)

101. After the statement by a panel member on the work of WPP, it was made

clear that.it provided assistance only in case of a country-wide food shortage,

and then only food provided from abroad. The domestic services, e.g., inland

transportation and distribution, were to be paid for by the recipient country*

102. In reply to a question it was pointed out that food distribution under

WPP was intended for furthering development and --,.with:.the. exception of emergent

cies — not for relief. Therefore it was always connected with specific projects.

It was also,explained that great care was taken to avoid disturbing local food

production.

103. Some criticisms were formulated concerning the slowness of WPP procedures,

which made it unsuitable to deal with emergencies, and the wish was expressed

that those procedures be improved to enable WFP to cope with such situations*

(v) Technical Assistance of the World Health Organization (WHO)

104» After the statement by a panel member on the Technical Assistance activi

ties of the World Health Organization in Africa, a question was raised concerning

medical training of African fellows being provided in a developed country* That
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training,being much shorter than the regular course of medical studies,did

not provide the knowledge of the standard of an'MD. It was pointed out that,

provided the extent of the training had been made clear in advance, it could

be extremely useful. ■ ;; .

105, A participant inquired whether WHO recognized the medicinal value of

traditional African herbs. It wasi explained that the Organization would en

courage research in that field and assistance to herbalists in improving their

methods. ■ ■ .

0^ 106. A lively discussion took place on the problem of resistance by a popula-

tion used to traditional medicine, to the introduction of modern medical

method's such as injections. A panel member emphasized that while much-might

be done to disseminate information on modern medicine, it would be inadvisable

to reject out of hand the traditional methods and practitioners. In view of

the general shortage of medical-personnel, it would be better to regard tradi

tional healers as available human resources, try to improve their methods, limit

their harmful activities and increase their health educational value. ' That

method would have the additional advantage of facilitating acceptance by the

population of modern scientific medicine,

107- In reply to a question :^t: Was made_clear that acceptance of drugs was

determined by national authorities; WHO publishes a list of drugs, which satisfy

^ international standard requirements.

km*

108. It was also emphasized that WHO was ready to assist all countries and not

only its members and that, while the-anti-malaria campaigns assisted1 by WHO had

been on the whole successful, it was being increasingly recognized that for

permanent eradication of that and similar diseases the existence of an infra

structure of efficient health services was essential. For that reason the

main emphasis was now put on building.up those services.

(vi) Assistance provided by UNICEF

109. After the statement by a panel member on the purposes and procedures of

UNICEF's assistance, a participant raised the question whether the integration

of such assistance with assistance from the Specialized Agencies concerned
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might not be more useful. It was made clear that UNICEF1s objective was

not to provide assistance in a specific field r- as in the case of the Special

ized Agencies - but for children who constituted a special category of recipi

ents. Moreover since its resources were obtained from voluntary.contributions,

they were additional to other resources available for aid.

110. In reply to a question it was explained that the plan of operation of a

UNICEF assisted project defined the respective Obligations of the parties con

cerned: UNICEF, Specialized Agency and government. While procurement of

supplies might take time, contributions in cash were usually paid without

delay. . .

111. It was. also pointed otft.that UNICEF tried to assist projects having a

multiplier effect, and.not simply a limited: welfare effect (e.g., a specific

orphanage). It had granted assistance to projects, of a pilot nature, such

as a full size milk processing plant.in a country in which a.number of such

plants were required, and its assistance to such a project consisted in the

supply of-imported equipment. ' In some cases it was also ready to pay stipends

for trainees,usually on a gradually decreasing scale, until the government

was in a position to defray their total cost.

(vii). Technical Assistance of the International Labour Organipation (lLO)

112. After the statement by a panel member on the ILO's functions and its

Technical Assistance activities, particularly in Africa, a participant in

quired about the assistance provided in the field of rural development. It

was pointed out that the .ILO is offering advisory services in,this field and

is engaged in studies to: enable: it to put forward suggestions for action.

113. In reply to questions it was pointed out that the Regular Programme

of Technical Assistance of the TLO was very small and concentrated in fields

not covered by UNDP; requests in fields in which both the ILO and other agen

cies might be concerned should be discussed, with the Resident Representative

and the ILO's representative could provide guidance in the preparation of

the request.
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114. A participant felt that the ILO should strive to develop a sense of

responsibility among trade unions, both in developing and especially in

developed countries. Indeed, the advantages obtained by workers in the latter

increased the gap in standards of living between the two categories of coun

tries. It was «dmitted that little could be done in this field} on the other

hand the ILO, through seminars both for workers and employee* itt developing

oountrtee, tries to promote responsible attitudes favourable to development.

115. A discussion arose concerning delays in approval of requests for the

ILO's assistance; these delays might be due to the technical ministries, but

also to the co-ordinating bodies which have to allocate funds in relation to

overall priorities.

116. It was also recognized that the resolutions of the labour conferences

have not always been followed up by practical action on the national level

of the participating governments.

117. The participants noted that the ILO's former practice, that the expert

should not leave with the government his final report before its approval

by the organisation, was not any more strictly applied, and might even be

abandoned. Another method sometimes applied for making the expert's recom

mendation known to the government, consists of holding an informal seminar

with the government officials concerned,

118. A participant revested that the ILO submit to governments1 panels of

candidates rather than a single one.

(viii) Technical Assistance of UNESCO

119. After the statement by a panel member on the activities of UNESCO and

its Technical Assistance work in Africa, it was pointed out in reply to a

question that the degree of co-ordination of ite Regular Programme was depen

dent to a great extent on the structure of the co-ordinating authority in

each country.
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120. In so far as the joint action of UNESCO with the IBHD, it was made clear

that UNESCO was assisting in preparation of projects for which subsequently

the World Bank or the IDA would be ready to grant loans. Such loans were

given in the fields of secondary education and teacher training.

121. UNESCO's co-operation with the World Pood Programme occurred in educa

tional institutions, which WFP assisted in feeding their students.

122. In reply to questions it was admitted that the regional institutions,

established by UNESCO in Africa were not always efficiently used for the benefit

of countries other than the one in whioh they were located. Measures were to

be taken to remedy this situation.

123. The problem of lack of counterparts gave rise to a discussion; it was

pointed out that if no counterpart is trained at the end of the expert's

assignment, Technical Assistance has not reached its objective.

124. The concept of functional literacy, in which projects are still of ah

experimental nature, was explained; its main characteristic is practical

motivation. UNESCO is also assisting governments in maintaining literacy

of adults having acquired this knowledge, by advising on production of suit

able reading materials.
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PART V

ROLE AND IMPORTANCE OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN

VARIOUS SUBSTANTIVE FIELDS ' " ' '"~

125. Lectures were delivered at the Seminar by senior officers of the

Economic Commission for Africa secretariat on the role and importance of

Technical Assistance in the following substantive fields•

■•■■ ■' • Field Lecturers

'"■■ -: ' ■"' Statistics' * " ' ■ W.L. Booker ■■■■:-':

Social Development J- Riby-Williams

-:. ■ -, Public Administration . J.H, Gilmer ^

,r. . Sub-regional Economic Integration I.S.: Fraser . ,.

: ,.- :•;■ Planning ■ ;. .... . ■■ ■. ., . 1 Arthur L, Mullier :i .

,..,-■ Natural- Resources .. ■ . . . Godfrey E.A,,Lardnerf.

126.'A visit was also made to the Agricultural Research Institute at'Holeti-a

where the: participants were briefed by the Director and Co-Directtor. :-
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PART VI

EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A« Evaluation . ,.

127. There was -unanimity among the participants that the Seminar has been

very useful and has achieved its main objectives. This general conclusion

of the Seminar is endorsed by Mr. Paul Alpert, Chief of the Training Programmes

in the Field of Technical Assistance, and by the main panel discussion leaders,

Mr. Rene Gachot, UNDP Resident Representative in Ethiopia, Mr. W. Kouwenhoven,

Deputy Resident Representative in Ethiopia and Mr. I.S. Praser, Programme Co

ordinator, ECA. ■ > .

128. The success of the Seminar was due to a great extent to the active partis

oipation in the discussions of most, if not all the participants, who were thus

able to obtain the clarification and explanations they required. The panel

discussions on various aspects of United Nations Technical Assistance were,

according to the majority of participants who expressed their preference on

the matter, the most useful part of the Seminar, while a number of them feit

that all aspects were equally useful.. Exchange of experience within the group

was also considered quite useful, while opinion on lectures in substantive

fields was somewhat less positive.

129. On the basis of his previous experience the Chief of the Seminar felt

that the participation in some of the most important panel discussions of a

senior UNDP official of the calibre and experience of Mr. Stedman was an

invaluable asset to the Seminar. It provided the participants with fully

authoritative statements, the lack of which had been the subject of complaints

in previous Seminars of a similar nature.

130. The visit to the Agricultural Research Institute at Holetta, a most

successful example of a Special Fund Project, was in the general view of the

participants a most stimulating and useful experience. It not only provided

a visual understanding of the operation of a field project - an experience

which may have been new to some -but also illustrated the paramount importance

of the human factor, the carefxil selection of experts and above all the fully

integrated team work of both United Nations and government staff.
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131. On the basis of the successful experience of the present Seminar, the

participants were unanimous that! .the Seminar should be repeated. The majority

felt that the Seminar should be.repeated every two years, while others con

sidered that it should be held annually. A few suggested that the Seminar be

repeated as soon as important changes in programming procedures, expected to

be recommended in the capacity study, are introduced. Several suggestions

for changes in the organization of the Seminar were also put forward, in

particular, some participants felt that the programme of the Seminar might

be compressed into, a-period of two weeks. This could be achieved by, for

example, compressing the special aspects of the EGA divisions and the special
aspeots of the Agencies.

132. On the basis of the views expressed by the participants, it is recom

mended that the Seminar be repeated in about two years time, when it is likely

that the recommendations of the capacity study will have been already put into

effect, with such changes as found suitable and practical. The Chief of the

Seminar fully concurred with this recommendation.

133. On the basis of the experience gained in the Seminar :the following are the

important suggestions made concerning changes in the organization of future
seminars:

(a) Better advanced preparation for the seminar by the participants;

(b) Report of the preceding Seminar should be mailed to the participants
in advances

(c) One of the panel members should be an official of the U1JDP Head

quarters, conversant with the latest trends in policy formulation;

(d) Representatives of the Specialized Agencies should be present

during discussions, at least during those concerning general poli

cies, programming,1 implementation of projects, and co-ordination;

(e) The Chairman of the Seminar should be provided with an assistant

to record the proceedings of the sessions, thus relieving the

Chairman of this task.
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B. Reoormnendations ; (! ■-,;:,•■ .... ,.. ■ ■■'•■■ »"-

134» The following are the important recommendations made by the participants:

" (a) In updating the UNITAR Manual of Teohnical Assistance greater

coverage should be given to regional programmes,. funds-in-trust

schemes, and trust funds; t}

(b) Savings in respect of experts and fellowships should "be calculated

not on a proforma basis but in terms of actual expenditure- incurred;^'

(c) The UNDP and the relevant-agencies should co-operate with governments

;,.„.-.- in "fc}ie ©valuation of projects and of-the-performance of experts;

(d) Governments should organize intensive briefing of experts prior to

. . the commencement of "their assignments, and a detailed work schedule

of the expert and his counterpart should be established within two

months of the experts arrival; '

(e) Experts assigned by all Agencies should be required to submit a,,.;

copy of their periodic progress report to the governmentj

(f) In the appointment of Regional Advisers consideration should be.

given to their proficiency in English and French so that they, may Y ,,

be more useful to all countries of the region;

(g) The services of Regional Advisers should be made available without

payment of local cost contribution and the country target should'

not be charged when the assignment exceeds one month;

(h) While examining proposals for placement of trainees under United

; • Nations fellowships, ;ari effort should be made to locate institu

tions ^within the region and. graining in such institution^ should ;

r be actively encouraged,; For tho.*; purpose a comprehensive and

up-to-date list of .institutions in the region should be compiled

and such institutions assisted to improve their standards e.g.,

by supply of etjuipment, support for library services, .etc. It

is important that sub-para, (b) above is observed.;

1/ TTiree participants did not agree that this recommendation should apply
to experts.
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(i) Training institutions should be required to send a copy of tneir

report on fellows' performance to their governments, through the

Resident Representatives;

(j) Equipment for demonstration and research purposes should, whenever

requested, be made available under all United Nations Technical

Assistance programmes especially when a fellowship has been

allocated and also when the project does not require the services

of an expert;

(k) It should be possible for advance expenditure on Special Fund

projects to be made for training counterpart personnel before the

commencement of project operations;

(l) It should not be the deliberate policy of any United Nations agency

to submit only one candidate, but instead — ceteris paribug —

- endeavour to submit a panel of names. The possibility of speeding

up recruitment should be further explored, up-to-date lists of

experts available in various fields should, for example, be main

tained by the various agencies and the Economic Commissions;

(m) Investigation should'be undertaken regarding the possibility of

EGA using, ?,s cJv.nnel of communication on teclinical assistance,

the designated Central Government Co-ordinating body (i.e», the

w^ . same as UWDP);

(n) Resources in the UNDP. Special Fund Sector should, to the extent

possible,be invested in securities and loans related to development

activities in developing countries (i»e.f part of SF reserves

may be invested in the African Development Bank);

(0) The possibility should be explored of integrating the United Nations

Regular Programme into that of UNDP;

(p) In the general field of United Nations Technical Assistance, the

UNDP offices should assist in the initial briefing and training of

officers in the Government Co-ordinating body and Ministries;

(q) The WEP programme should endeavour to gear itself to assist in

emergency situations on a world—wide basis♦
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■ •■ ■■■■" " ■ INAUGURAL SPEECH BY KR. R.K.A. GARDINER

EXECUTIVE? SECRETARY, ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA

I am; happy to-welcome you to this Seminar on 'the techniques and

procedure s:,of. technical assistance1 sponsored jointly by UNITAR and

ECA*. .... .. ■'

We in-ECA attach particular importance to this Seminar ,"136.0ause

we are convinced that African governments are not getting a3J..the

benefit they should derive from the UN assistance programme. Very

often failure to understand or comply with UN regulations retards

the presentation and approval of requests for important projects.

Moreover, we believe that a better understanding of techniques and

procedures should enable member States to arrange their priorities in

order to be able to direct assistance to the most critical areas*

Under that part of the Technical Assistance Programme administered

directly by the Commission, we now have 30 Regional Advisers, out

of a complement of 37, available for advisory missions to member

governments. Their fields of speciality cover a fairly wide range,

including census preparation and statistics, manpower planning, social

development, export promotion, economic co-operation, energy, transport

and industry. The services of these Regional Advisers are made

available to member countries, upon government requests to ECA through

the UNDP Offices, for periods of up to 4 weeks. Advisory missions

for more than 30 days* duration are chargeable directly to the country's

own Programme of United Nations Technical Assistance, In addition, use

is always made, where possible, of ECA's own technical staff, for

specific missions requested by member governments.

A four-man Evaluation Mission, on which the Commission was

represented by our Regional Adviser in Agricultural Policy, has just

completed a mission to Kenya to assess the Technical Assistance
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requirements of the country under its new development plan. A report

and recommendations are presently heing considered Uy hoth the United
Nations and the Kenya Government.

I hope this Seminar aa3ka the teginnlng Qf a close relationsh

en the &otion on Technical Assistance Cc-or^aticn in ECA and
the Technxcal Assistance Departments of the various govemaents. We
have already established close working arrangements with He8ident
tasentatives in all African countries and we hcj* that you win
«*. go«d use both of the OTDP Offi.es and of ECA in the interest
of your countries. I vi.Bh your


